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England
Life is a rolling circle without end
An eternal journey, without beginning, without end

From the moment I saw you
I felt the circle begin to roll
And roll
And roll
And roll
I felt the circle begin to roll
And roll And roll And roll and...

Written by Luyun
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Instrumentation list

2 Flutes
2 Clarinets in Bb

Timpani C F# G Bb
1 Piano

2 Violins
1 Cello
1 Contrabass

Duration: approx 15 minutes
The highest pitches

Continuous glide inside the piano at mid-range of the pitches
play the highest pitches, whistle-like sonic effect

play the highest pitches, whistle-like sonic effect
play the highest pitches, whistle-like sonic effect

batok pizz.

scratch tone

sul pont.
Melancholic singing

Tempo: 76-80

Key: C

 Dynamics: PP

Glissando

Arco

Pizzicato

Sul G

Sul A

Staccato

Melo-cholic singing
Imagine a meteor across the sky

Ethereal;
play randomly inside the piano at high pitch range
***In the final few bars, tones played by woodwind mix with half air.
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